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New Nightstick® NSP-4612B Dual-LightTM Headlamp Turning Heads
Originally designed to aid smokejumpers, host of innovations make headlamp indispensable
TM

Featuring Nightstick’s exclusive Dual-Light technology, Bayco Products, Inc. has announced the newest
addition to its Nightstick line-up of professional lighting products with the introduction of the Nightstick
NSP-4612B Dual-Light Multi-Function Headlamp.
Originally developed to address and resolve issues commonly experienced by smokejumpers, the
Nightstick NSP-4612B is primed to redefine mainstream headlamp usage with 5 unique lighting modes
that extends and maximizes a user’s run-time while delivering up to 175 rated lumens for 6.5 hours in
dual-light mode.
Up front and prominently center, the NSP-4612B answers the need for user selectable light by utilizing
top-mounted dual switches to provide a white spotlight for distance, a high and a low brightness white
floodlight for close-up illumination, a red floodlight for night-vision preservation and dual-light capability of
the spotlight working simultaneously with the white floodlight for maximum visibility. The adjustable
ratchet-tilt head keeps its collection of bright CREE® LEDs nicely directed on the task at hand while
maintaining a comfortable balanced fit that is required when wearing a headlamp for extended periods of
time.
The battery pack is conveniently located behind-the-head and features a quick change 3 AA battery
compartment that allows even those wearing heavy thick gloves the convenience to change batteries fast
and without requiring a separate tool for access. The NSP-4612B is rated at IP-X7 waterproof, and
includes 3 AA batteries and both a heavy-duty rubber head strap for use on a hardhat, and an elastic
non-slip head strap for a hat or to be worn directly on the head.
“The toughest, most dangerous jobs demand the most rugged dependable gear available and no other
audience challenges you more than that of firefighters” says Russell Hoppe, Marketing Manager for
Nightstick. “Whether your need is to run 75 hours, cut through smoke, or preserve your night vision, the
durability of the Nightstick NSP-4612B is all that you need and probably a lot more.”
To find a retailer near you, visit: http://www.baycoproducts.com/where-to-buy

ABOUT NIGHTSTICK®
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., NIGHTSTICK is a global brand of professional
lighting products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to
exceed industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. NIGHTSTICK’s vast line-up of
LED lighting products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an
unwavering commitment to product quality and exceptional Customer Service, NIGHTSTICK is the
TM
professional’s only choice. Life Depends On Light .
ABOUT BAYCO PRODUCTS, INC.
For 30 years, Bayco Products’ vast array of portable and corded lighting products, have been the
preferred choice of professionals and discriminating consumers. In its 110,000 square foot facility, located
in the Dallas, TX area, Bayco’s dedicated engineering team continually seeks out innovative new product
solutions that provide exceptional day-to-day utility and help maximize user safety. The NIGHTSTICK and
BAYCO brands are established and recognized world-wide as high-performance, high-quality, and highvalue lighting solutions across virtually every industry.
Find us on social media: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and YouTube.
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